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Mini-laparotomy in advanced ovarian cancer
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Abstract Optimal cytoreduction (OCR) remains the gold
standard treatment of ovarian cancer. Current radiological
imaging has limited sensitivity and specificity in prediction
of achieving OCR prior to surgery. This prospective pilot
study included 50 patients with advanced ovarian carcinoma.
Prior to the main laparotomy, a mini-laparotomy—just large
enough to allow a hand in—was performed. A decision was
then made as to whether achieving OCR is “possible”, “not
possible” or lastly “unsure”. Formal laparotomy then
followed. At the end of the formal laparotomy,
cytoreduction was regarded as either “optimal” or
“suboptimal” based on residual disease. Out of 45 cases
where results were deemed suitable for analysis, 27
were regarded as “OCR possible”, out of which OCR
was achieved in 24 cases following full laparotomy. Ten
were commented upon as “unsure” and only in three
cases OCR was feasible. Eight were classed as “OCR
not possible” and in none of these OCR was obtained.
The only noted complication associated with mini-
laparotomy was bleeding in just three cases (6%). The
sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of mini-laparotomy
were 100%, 73%, 89% and 100%, respectively. How-
ever, when “unsure”, only in 30% OCR was achieved.
We concluded that mini-laparotomy is a safe, simple
and effective technique for predicting feasibility of

OCR. This simple technique could obviate the need
for full laparotomy in patients who may benefit from
neo-adjuvant chemotherapy.
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Background

Ovarian cancer is the most common gynaecological
malignancy in the United Kingdom with nearly 7,000
reported cases per year [1]. The mainstay of treatment
remains cytoreductive surgery followed by adjuvant
chemotherapy. Most patients present with omental and
peritoneal metastasis, hence making complete surgical
resection a challenge [2]. Overall survival greatly depends
on the possibility of resecting most of the diseased areas with
little residual disease (optimal cytoreduction [OCR]). In early
stages (I and II), when the disease is confined to the pelvis, the
overall survival exceeds 70% whilst in advanced stages (III
and IV) the 5-year survival is less than 40% [3]. In Scotland
alone, there are over 600 reported cases per annum, of which
over 400 succumb to the disease, hence an overall reported
survival of 30% [4].

Achievement of OCR is the single most important factor
for survival in patients with ovarian cancer [5]. Currently
the preoperative selection of patients for primary surgery is
mainly based on detailed imaging [6, 7]. The commonest
imaging modality is computer tomography (CT) in most
centres. CT accuracy varies greatly in assessment of
resectability and prediction of OCR in advanced stage
ovarian cancer [8]. Other preoperative assessment methods
such as laparoscopy have not as yet been established in
most centres.
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This pilot study aims to evaluate the role of mini-
laparotomy as an alternative or complementary (to CT
imaging) means of determining tumour resectability and
the chances of achieving OCR in advanced stage
ovarian cancer.

Methods

A total of 50 consecutive patients with stage III/IV ovarian
cancer were included in this prospective study. The study
was conducted in the department of gynaecological
oncology at Glasgow Royal Infirmary, over a period of
18 months. They had all undergone CT imaging and clinical
examination by the three gynaecological oncologists who
performed the operations (FAS, JD and JK). Their CT images
were reviewed in our regular multidisciplinary team meetings
(MDT), involving our lead radiologist and all the above
operating surgeons. Following this review, only selected
patients in whom OCR was deemed possible on CT imaging
were then admitted for surgery. All subjects had also been
previously examined and were regarded as fit and potentially
suitable for up-front surgical intervention. These were
therefore regarded as the inclusion criteria. Patients with
advanced metastatic stage (stage IV), unfit or in cases OCR
was deemed unfeasible, were excluded from the study.

Data gathering and documentation were pro-forma
based, recording the operative findings from both mini-
laparotomy and formal laparotomy. The details of mini-
laparotomy included the site, length of mini-laparotomy
incision, time taken to enter the peritoneal cavity, time
taken to finish the procedure and any operative or post
operative complication.

Prior to operation, an examination under anaesthesia was
performed in all of the cases. A mini-laparotomy incision
was made through a midline incision. The incision was
sited below, over or above the umbilicus, depending on
where the surgeon deemed it most appropriate for full intra-

abdominal assessment. The length of the incision was kept
to the minimum, allowing only the insertion of one hand
after some negotiation. This length usually corresponded to
the surgeon’s glove size or width of the palm at
metacarpophalangeal joint (Fig. 1). To keep the incision
length to the minimum, the surgeon placed his hand over
the preferred site of incision and marked either side of his
knuckles with a marker pen. The length between the two
marked points was measured prior to incision and starting
time noted.

The palpation findings were charted as main tumour
mass, other pelvic and abdominal organs, peritoneal and
omental disease. This was followed by visual inspection,
usually using a Morris retractor to allow lifting of the
anterior abdominal wall. The time taken to enter
abdomen, and to complete both palpation and inspection
was recorded.

The criteria for OCR were regarded as residual tumour
less than 2 cm in volume. This criteria still remains an
acceptable standard in most UK centres. Following inspection
and palpation through the mini-laparotomy, the surgeon’s
impression of achieving OCR was recorded as “possible”
(meaning that it may be possible to reduce the volume of
disease to less than 2 cm), “not possible” or “unsure”. The
impression was mainly based on palpation findings, as the
visual inspection in most cases was limited.

Formal laparotomy was then carried out by the same
operator, extending the mini-laparotomy incision, both
caudally and cranially. On completion of the surgery, the
operating surgeon documented whether “optimal” or
“suboptimal” cytoreduction had been achieved.

Findings and analysis

Data was collected for a total of 50 consecutive patients
with suspected stage III/IV ovarian cancer, over a span of
18 months. Data from five cases was regarded as either
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Fig. 1 The steps involved in minilaparotomy: demarcation of a
suitable midline site and length corresponding to the width of
the palm at meta-carpo-phalygeal joint (a and b), formation of

minilaparotomy was limited to the site marked (c), systemic
intraabdominal palpation, examination and assessment of
resectability (d)
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inadequate or retrospective and hence excluded. Hence
results from 45 cases were analysed. The median age of the
patients was 64 years (mean 62.5 years, range 34–80, SD
11.71). The median BMI was 29.1 kg/m2 (mean 29.9 kg/m2,
range 18.7–67.5, SD 7.55). The median abdominal girth was
95 cm (mean 95.87 cm, range 42–148, SD 16.79). Fifteen
patients (33%) had previously undergone abdominal surgery
for various gynaecological and non gynaecological reasons.
Based on clinical and radiological imaging, stage III disease
was suspected in thirty eight (84.44%) and stage IV in seven
cases (5.56%). The majority of these patients (n=40, 89%)
underwent upfront surgery prior to adjuvant chemotherapy.
Only five patients had received neo-adjuvant chemotherapy
(11%) prior to their delayed primary surgery.

The median length of the mini-laparotomy incision was
9 cm (mean 8.59 cm, range 5–12, SD 1.16). The median
time to enter the peritoneal cavity, starting from knife to
skin, was 4 min (mean 5.10 min, range 1–15, SD 3.04)
while the median time taken to complete the palpation and
visual exploration was 6.5 min (mean 7.52 min, range 2–
30, SD 4.83).The total median time for making the incision
and completion of examinations was 10 min (with mean of
12.62 min, range 5–45, SD 7.23).

Satisfactory palpation of pelvis and upper abdomen,
through the mini-laparotomy incision, was proven to be
possible in all cases (100%) but visual inspection was
limited, particularly for upper abdominal organs.

Following formation of mini-laparotomy, 27 out of the
45 cases were deemed optimally cyto-reducible or “OCR
possible”. From this “possible” group, OCR was achieved
in 24 cases. In eight cases, OCR was regarded as “not
possible” and in none of these cases was OCR achieved. In
the remaining ten patients, the surgeon was “unsure” and in
only three of these cases was OCR achieved (Table 1).

The specificity of mini-laparotomy to predict OCR was
noted to be 73% and sensitivity was 100%. Positive
predictive value (PPV) of mini-laparotomy in assessment
of OCR was calculated to be 89% and negative predicative
value (NPV) of 100%.

In three cases, OCR was not possible despite initial
assessment through mini-laparotomy. In one patient, part of
ovarian capsule could not be fully resected away from
pelvic side wall. In the second case, failure to achieve OCR
was due to tumour plaques in Pouch of Douglas (POD) and
over rectum. The third patient had previous total abdominal

hysterectomy and residual tumour plaques could not be
fully resected from vaginal vault and bladder base.

Out of ten cases commented as “unsure” at mini-
laparotomy, in only three cases (30%) was OCR achieved
at laparotomy. Each of these three cases required radical
surgery, including bowel resection in two patients.

In eight cases OCR was regarded as not possible after
mini-laparotomy examinations and in none of these was
OCR achieved after full laparotomy. In four of these
patients (50%) the main reason was fixed central pelvic
mass densely adherent to the adjacent pelvic and abdominal
structures. In the other four patients (50%), extensive upper
abdominal disease involving diaphragmatic surfaces,
spleen, stomach and porta hepatis were the main reasons
precluding OCR. In addition to the above eight cases, there
were ten patients that OCR was not achieved (3 falsely
predicted as “OCR possible” and in seven cases the
operator was “unsure”). This was due to following reasons:
fixed and densely adherent pelvic mass, extensive
supracolic omental mass, significant peritoneal disease
and involvement of upper abdominal organs.

There were no complications associated with mini-
laparotomy. However, excess bleeding according to the
surgeon’s judgment was reported in three cases (6%). The
bleeding in all three cases was noted to be from central
tumour mass that was adherent to the peritoneum over the
site of mini-laparotomy incision.

Discussion

OCR remains the gold standard treatment for all stages of
ovarian cancer. In advanced ovarian malignancy, achievement
of OCR has been shown to have a direct impact on patient’s
disease-free interval and overall survival [9–11]. The
definition of OCR has greatly changed over the years:
from residual disease of less than 2 cm to resection or
ablation of all macroscopic disease in recent years [12].
However, in most UK centres, a residual disease of less
than 2 cm remains an acceptable goal. Currently the
mainstay of preoperative assessment of such patients with
regards to resectability and likelihood of achieving OCR
are based on clinical examinations, tumour marker levels
and CT findings [8–11, 13–16]. It is also common practice
in UK to administer neo-adjuvant chemotherapy prior to

Table 1 Comparison of outcome of mini-laparotomy and laparotomy

OCR achieved after full laparotomy OCR not achieved after full laparotomy Total

OCR predicted possible on mini-laparotomy 24 (true positive) 3 (false positive) 27

OCR predicted not possible on mini-laparotomy 0 (false negative) 8 (true negative) 8

Unsure following mini-laparotomy 3 7 10
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delayed primary surgery in patients that OCR may not
appear feasible on initial assessment.

Current preoperative assessments have limited predictability
in selection of patients suitable for OCR. The sensitivity of CT
in identifying patients that OCR can be achieved is around 60–
70%, with varying reported specificity between 70% and 100%
[17, 18]. The main drawbacks of CT imaging is the inability
to reliably assess the extent of disease in the supra colic
compartment, porta hepatis, miliary disease over bowel
mesentery and peritoneum, especially in absence of
ascites [8–11, 19].

In order to overcome the limitations associated with CT,
a few centres routinely perform laparoscopic staging in all
their ovarian cancer patients prior to formal laparotomy.
This modality of assessment, in experienced hands, has
been shown to have PPVof 87% and NPVof 100% [20–22].
However, laparoscopic assessment requires an experienced
surgical team and laparoscopic resources. In addition, it is
associated with increased theatre time and possible increased
morbidity. Furthermore, there are reported technical
difficulties with the laparoscopic procedure, particularly
when intra abdominal adhesions are present in advanced
stage disease [23–26]. More importantly, there is a lack of
tactile sensation which is of great importance in assessment of
resectability and achievement of OCR [27–29]. We believe
such shortcomings can be avoided by using a simple mini-
laparotomy as described in this paper. Furthermore, time
required to perform mini-laparotomy would be much less
than laparoscopic method due to its simplicity and greater
familiarity with the technique. There is no need for a learning
curve in mini-laparotomy unlike laparoscopic techniques and
is clearly more cost effective.

In our group of patients, all 45 patients were
regarded as suitable candidates for OCR following
MDT review. However, OCR was achieved in only 27
out of the 45 patients (60%). This finding is consistent
with reported suboptimal CT accuracy in predicting
OCR in the literature [30]. In contrast, following intra-
abdominal palpation through mini-laparotomy, the accuracy
for predicting OCR was much higher at 89% (24 of
27cases). More importantly, OCR was not achieved in
any of the eight patients where it was predicted that
OCR would not be possible at mini-laparotomy,
reflecting an NPV of 100%. This has great clinical
importance in avoiding unnecessary major laparotomy.
In addition, considering small size and lack of
morbidity associated with mini-laparotomy, it should
result in much quicker recovery and hence shorten
delay in receiving neo-adjuvant chemotherapy.

We acknowledge the principle shortcoming of the study
to be the small sample size, hence potential for type II
statistical error. However, despite this limitation, we believe
the findings to be of clinical importance.

In mini-laparotomy, one could encounter a degree of
visual and tactile restriction as compared with abdominal
and pelvic assessment following full laparotomy. This may
explain the reason why in nearly 20% of cases the operating
surgeon was unsure of ability to obtain OCR. However, it is
of interest to note that in this group of patients OCR was
only achieved in 30%. One therefore could conclude that
mini-laparotomy may also help surgeon in making a
balanced decision, as to proceed or not in the “unsure”
group of patients.

In order to overcome the visual limitation of mini-
laparotomy, one may consider a combination of the
techniques of laparoscopy and mini-laparotomy, better
known as hand-assisted laparoscopy. However such technique
will be inevitably associated with increased theatre time and
operative complexity. In future, it is anticipated that integrated
FDG-PET/CTmay have a role in assessment of disease spread
and decision with regards to best therapeutic strategy in
ovarian cancer. FDG-PET/CT has been shown to have a
higher sensitivity (91%) than PET, CT or MRI in
assessment of disease spread [31, 32]. Hence, it may
further assist in early identification of patients who are not
suitable for up front surgery.

Conclusions

Despite our small sample size, this study has shown mini-
laparotomy to be a safe, simple and effective technique in
assessment of tumour resectability and chances of obtaining
OCR. More importantly it is very accurate in identifying
patients unsuitable for primary cytoreduction. By avoiding
an unnecessary full laparotomy, patients’ recovery will be
expedited and chemotherapy could be initiated earlier.
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